The urban geographer Matthew Gandy explores the work of French botanist Patrick Blanc, who applies his scientific knowledge and preoccupations to urban design. After his invention of the mur végétal (green wall), a botanical and structural system for greening buildings, in 1988, Blanc's work has gone on to transcend the creation of merely living walls. Through his landscape schemes Blanc has recognised the city’s rich potential for verdant metamorphosis, transforming fern- and moss-covered streets and buildings into unlikely ravines or rainforests.
The upsurge of interest in ‘green architecture’ and ‘ecological urbanism’ marks a distinctive shift in the cultural and political characteristics of the postindustrial city. The presence of new forms of designed nature are exemplified by increasingly radical combinations of architectural structures with living forms: earlier experiments with indoor vegetation and roof gardens in the 1970s have now been radically extended through the aesthetic appropriation of spaces and surfaces that were previously considered too marginal or technically challenging to warrant much in the way of sustained attention. The presence of nature in the contemporary city has intensified in two distinctive ways: firstly, nature has undergone a spontaneous expansion through its return to former industrial spaces, cleaner rivers and other ecological niches; and secondly, nature has been intentionally extended through diverse interventions ranging from new forms of urban agriculture to elaborate design innovations.

A leading figure in the greening of architecture and urban design is the French botanist Patrick Blanc. Blanc is a somewhat unusual figure since he combines an active research career as a scientist at the prestigious Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in Paris with an increasingly successful design practice focused on the creation of vertical gardens. His highly distinctive mur végétal, which was patented in 1988, comprises a combination of metal frame, PVC layer and polyamide felt, with an automated fertilisation and watering system which allows an assemblage of plants to be permanently maintained against a vertical surface. These living walls typically contain a mixture of indigenous and imported plant species that are carefully arranged in relation to vertical variations in moisture and temperature.

Blanc presents himself as a scientist with interests in urban design, and his association with various strands of ‘ecological urbanism’ stems in part from his scientific background as well as the aesthetic characteristics of the projects themselves. ‘My scientific approach,’ he explains, ‘is essential for designing the whole system and for selecting the plant species suitable for each peculiar location.’ For Blanc, the modern city has structural similarities with rainforests that present underexplored possibilities for landscape design; the vertical surfaces of the city provide an ecological tabula rasa to be manipulated to maximum effect. Streets or buildings can become transformed into moss- and fern-cloaked ravines that resemble the lower canopy of a tropical rainforest partially shaded from the sky above. Indeed, the height of many buildings – especially the six-storey norm in much of central Paris – is comparable with many tree species that can be found in rainforests.

Blanc’s first plant installation was created in 1988 for the Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie, Paris, and was followed by other widely acclaimed projects in the city such as the Fondation Cartier (1994), designed by the architect Jean Nouvel, the Musée du quai Branly (2006), where he worked alongside Nouvel and the landscape designer Gilles Clément, and 11–21 rue d’Alsace (2008). Blanc’s vertical gardens have been incorporated into a variety of projects ranging from embassies and museums to hotels and shopping malls: indeed, his work for French embassies is suggestive of the increasing significance of his work as a kind of ‘cultural signature’ to be added to the exterior of high-profile buildings. For the most part, however, his work is restricted to the quasi-public realm familiar to late-Modern urbanism with its corporate atria and display spaces.
As with the German artist Joseph Beuys, there is a compelling biographical sketch that underpins Blanc’s public profile. We are told that his interests can be traced to early experiments with aquatic plants growing out of aquariums followed by research expeditions in the early 1970s to the tropical rainforests of southeast Asia. Photographs of Blanc suggest an intrepid figure perched high up in one of his own creations, or scaling steep cliffs to explore new design possibilities for the modern city. We encounter an active ‘outdoor’ persona that belies his skilfully crafted affinity with the latest fads in urban architecture and design.

In what sense, however, can the work of Blanc be regarded as ecological, or indeed part of a broader shift in architectural sensibilities? His projects represent not so much a metaphorical elision between art and science – that is now so pervasive in architectural writing – but a material synthesis of their contradictions. These ecological simulacra present a curious paradox since they are linked to advances in ecological science yet in themselves play no clear ecological role. While aspects of the structure and design of Blanc’s ‘mur végétal’ are derived from his research practice, these green walls play no clearly defined didactic or ecological function. The ‘mur végétal’ is essentially decorative and bears little relation to the kind of simulated nature that we might encounter in zoos or botanical gardens: these spontaneous green walls require no additional inputs of water or energy to survive and are a haven for wildlife in the heart of the city. We need a better analytic frame through which to examine the greening of cities: though the ‘mur végétal’ is derived from scientific insights, its actual role within urban space has received little critical attention.
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